
 

 

Introducing the launch of IMEXHS Cloud our new Medical Imaging Cloud Platform 

 

Bogotá, Colombia – 4 november 2021 – 18:30 CET 

 

At RSNA 2021, we set out to revolutionize the industry with the launch of our new cloud-based 

medical imaging platform named IMEXHS Cloud, which will initially feature 4 main components: 

Cloud PACS, Enterprise Web Viewer, Tele-Radiology Portal and a App Marketplace.  

• IMEXHS Cloud is presented as an intelligent, agile and efficient answer to the current needs 

of Medical Imaging.   

• With a beneficial business model (SaaS = Software as a Service), IMEXHS Cloud aims to 

extend access to state-of-the-art technologies to a broad spectrum of users around the 

world.   

• Through a secure platform hosted in the cloud, we rely on agile and simple deployment 

methodologies, generating disruption in the health-tech industry.   

 

We are pleased to announce the launch of our new Medical Imaging Cloud Platform, IMEXHS Cloud, 

at RSNA 2021. IMEXHS Cloud provides an innovative way to manage medical imaging for healthcare 

institutions, providing advanced technological tools, with an affordable business model and all the 

security of a cloud service provider such as Azure (Microsoft). Some elements that make IMEXHS 

Cloud a unique solution in the market are: 

 

IMEXHS PACS 

Cloud-based image storage system, powered by the latest cognitive algorithms from Azure 

(Microsoft cloud). 

IMEXHS Viewer 

State-of-the-art image viewer, 100% Web (HTML5), multimodality, which can be integrated 

with third-party PACS systems. 

IMEXHS Teleradiology Portal 

Innovative solution that has been designed to increase the efficiency of remote radiological 

diagnostic service providers. 

IMEXHS Marketplace 

App Store where extensions can be purchased that can enhance the user experience 

(Radiologists and Non-Radiologists) in the use of the medical imaging  platform. 

IMEXHS Box 



 

 

For those customers who wish to have a smooth and controlled transition to the cloud, 

IMEXHS Box is an appliance that allows you to keep image processing and storage locally 

(OnPrem), while you start consuming extensions and add-ons provided from IMEXHS Cloud.  

 

To participate in the launch event and learn more about how IMEXHS Cloud and how it can help you 

make your clinical performance smarter, more agile and efficient, join us at RSNA 2021, Booth 

#1907, South/North Hall.  

 

About IMEXHS 

At IMEXHS we focus on the development of high-tech medical imaging solutions with the aim of 

democratizing their access around the world. Listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) and with 

a presence in more than 15 countries, IMEXHS has become a disruptive player offering cutting-edge 

medical imaging solutions, hosted 100% in the cloud, with broad compatibility and interoperability 

with other technologies and adaptable to centers of any size, complexity and anywhere in the world.  

For more information about IMEXHS please visit us at:  https://imexhs.com/  
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